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HER FINAL DAYS

We now know more about the struggle that Dana Reeve faced in her final days. The upcoming People
magazine reports on a steady drum beat of challenges the star faced so bravely. INSIDE EDITION
has a close up look at woman who was the epitome of grace under pressure.

THE GREAT DIVIDE
Meet the Gambordella family in Texas....Their high school junior son plans to go to college, and dad
was prepared to pay for it until the boy switched political sides.

CLOONEY STRIKES BACK

INSIDE EDITION has more on the riff between George Clooney and political commentator Arianna
Huffington.

BORN ON TV
Every birth is a memorable occasion, but some babies born on Tuesday will always have cause to
remember their special day because they were born on live TV. INSIDE EDITION has a look at the
coast-to-coast deliveries.
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THE LITTLE DRUMMER BABY

INSIDE EDITION introduces you to the little guy that's referred to as the "little drummer boy."

SECOND CHANCE AT LOVE

Word that Nicollette Sheridan and Michael Bolton are getting married has given new hope to every
person who's ever ended a relationship and wished they could get back together. As INSIDE EDITION
reports, there are plenty of people out there who can say "my boyfriend's back."

BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
At least 22 million people have signed up to use internet dating services. But with that many people
looking for love, how do you sort through the crowd? INSIDE EDITION has more on one website that
eliminates contenders based only on what some say is a very cruel factor: their looks.
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